47th International Chemistry Olympiad 2015
Phase I Training
List of Invited Students

ANGLO-CHINESE SCHOOL
(INDEPENDENT)
TAN GIAN YION

HWA CHONG INSTITUTION
LIM SONG JIE, BRAM
LEE HENG YOU NICHOLAS
HO KAI LUN
GOH SHUE LONG LEONARD
KING GUAN XUE
YEO KEE XUAN
CHEN DEWEI

NUS HIGH SCHOOL OF MATH AND SCIENCE
KEE JING YEE
LIM YU CHEN
TIEW HOE HAO, RYAN
REN YUHUA
CHEONG YU HING MELVIN
JOEL TAN SHI QUAN
NEO NENG KAI, NIGEL
NADIA IRWANTO
BEVERLEY TAN SHU WEN

RAFFLES INSTITUTION
LI BINGJIAN
CHUA YEE SHUEN, DARREN
LIM ZI WEI
BRENDAN CHONG ZHI-YING
KANG YI CHENG
WU GUANQUN
YAP SUNN HOAH
TAY MIN YI
NICHOLAS FOONG SHI KAI
ANDREW TAN YONG CHUAN
XIE MINGROU
YAP KWAN YI
NEO ZHENG JIE REO
NEO WEI JIAN
CHEONG ZHI XI, DESMOND

RIVER VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL
JONATHAN TAN

TEMASEK JC
TAY WEI YAU, THORMUND